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Experience in regulatory work is an advantage when developing regulatory meeting strategies and
responding to questions from authorities. Meet our Pharmetheus colleagues, Sofia Friberg Hietala and
Emma Hansson, who have worked as regulatory assessors at the Swedish Medical Product Agency and
were active members of the European Medicines Agency workstreams. Their position included scientific assessment of marketing authorization applications, specifically regarding clinical pharmacology
aspects (population PK and PK/PD analyses, dose-finding, ADME properties, drug-drug interactions and
special populations), as well as contribution to scientific advice and regulatory guidelines. Here, they
share some insights they now use when supporting clients in their daily work.

In your current work as consultants and
advisors, how do you support clients
preparing for regulatory interactions?

and type C include any other meeting
regarding development of a product.

Emma: The FDA Complex Innovative Trial
Design (CID) and the Model-Based Informed
Drug Development (MIDD) Pilot Meeting
Programs may be particularly useful for
companies interested in dose selection,
clinical trial simulation, or predictive
mechanistic safety evaluation. Sponsors
Emma: In addition to the items mentioned by
can also request a scientific advice from
Sofia, we find it extra motivating to support
clients in creating pediatric investigation/study the European Medicines Agency (EMA).
The advice is prospective in nature and
plans.
focuses on development strategies rather
Can you describe a few types of meeting
than pre-evaluation of data. Pharmetheus
interactions that pharmaceutical companies
consultants regularly attend such meetings
can have with regulators and the potential
together with our clients.
benefits of early discussions?
Are there any differences in your support to
Sofia: The U.S. Food and Drug Administration
big pharma and small biotech companies?
(FDA) offers scientific advice at all stages
Sofia: The support is tailored to the need
of drug development, grouped into three
of the client and ranges from attending
types of formal meetings: type A, B, and C.
to specific details to advising on the full
Each meeting type is subject to a different
clinical strategy.
procedure. The type B meeting is the most
relevant for early advice on the clinical
Emma: Smaller companies often request
development program. Type A meetings are
more general strategic input on the overall
held if the development program is stalled
regulatory strategies, whereas other
Sofia: Providing support in the preparation
of briefing materials for agency interactions,
e-submission packages, and responding to
agency questions are frequently occurring
tasks with many of our clients.

The FDA Model-Based Informed Drug Development (MIDD) Pilot
Program Meeting may be particularly useful for companies
interested in dose selection and clinical trial simulation.

companies often ask for more concrete
deliverables related to clinical pharmacology
and pharmacometrics.
What are your recommendations regarding
pharmacometric work to be submitted to any
agency?
Sofia: Be open about assumptions and how
they affect what can be concluded from the
work. Approach the agency for advice during
development of the modeling and simulations
strategy, especially for high impact analyses.
Depending on which authority will review the
material, local differences in what to include
in the submission package may apply.
Emma: Interact with the agency early during
the process to get their view on your proposed
way of answering the question. Requesting
scientific advice at EMA is an underused way
of getting feedback from the agency and
confirming the strategy. Keep in mind that
smaller companies classified as micro, as
well as small and medium-sized enterprises
benefit from a substantial reduction in the
fee for scientific advice. For submission to
the Japanese Pharmaceuticals and Medical
Devices Agency (PMDA), some additional
considerations apply.
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How do you expect the regulatory climate to
change going forward?
Sofia: Agencies increasingly recognise the
value of pharmacometrics and how it can
improve both safety and efficiency in drug
development. Sponsors may expect more
and more questions related to or requesting
quantitative analyses for informing regulatory
decisions.
Emma: In the published EMA regulatory
science strategy to 2025, modeling,
simulation and extrapolation is listed as
one of the strategic areas in which EMA
will invest. This clearly indicates that these
quantitative methods will be more important
for regulatory decision-making in the future.
www.pharmetheus.com
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